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Title: Saints Row IV: Season Pass
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Deep Silver Volition
Publisher:
Deep Silver
Franchise:
Saints Row
Release Date: 19 Aug, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (x86 or x64)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 | AMD Athlon II x3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 | AMD Radeon HD 5800 series

DirectX: Version 10

English,French,Italian,German
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Edit: 9th of April 2015:

Devs have legged it. Said they would release big news as of the 22 of March 2015, haven't released anything. The servers are
dead, the game is broken in more ways then one.

-THIS GAME NEEDS TO BE REMOVED and BANNED FROM STEAM-

Original Review:

I know this is Early Access...and I've only played 22 minutes (22 minutes too long) but give me a break. Read on and you'll
understand.

Went in thinking finall a new FPS that could be decent... came out thinking at least it didn't crash my computer, I guess. But yes
for now this a buggy generic FPS that has nothing unique about it and a two year old could have easily made this. With that said
here are the Pros and Cons:

Positives:

♦ Game name is good

Negatives:

♦ Not all achievements have a picture and description (How do we know how and why we got an achievment and why have an
achievement without a picutre? People like to showoff there achievement picutres...)
♦ Achievements are soo lame (You get one for opening the game once...)
♦ Player screen aka loadout screen doesn't work ( I tried to setup my player and got a massive gun overlay on the menu and
couldn't see the menu anymore)
♦ No Secondary Weapons on Player screen
♦ Menu doesn't fully work (Clicking options and Controls does nothing, Clicking Solo does nothing and Clicking Credits does
nothing)
♦ Clicking back on Server Select doesn't take you back (You have to click quit to get to Main Menu)
♦ Teams don't auto adjust in size
♦ Could only move with Scoreboard overlay open after Suiciding (This is annoying as you can't see anything)
♦ Controls are weird and no way to change them
♦ Tab is chat and not Scoreboard (Must hit esc to view Scoreboard)
♦ Control for some reason fires (This is just weird, why would you need it?)
♦ Grenades can't be auto thrown by pressing G (Must press 3 and click)
♦ Can't easily and quickly see your own Score
♦ Can't choose weapons
♦ Can't change player class during game (Recon, Assault, Engineer, Support ETC)
♦ Can't choose weapons or see class weapons
♦ Can't chat to team only (It's set to everyone which is bad for strategy)
♦ For some reason you can spawn in 3 ammo crates why?
♦ Ammo Crates you spawn in look like a 2 year old drew them (A Ball that turns into a Cyclinder that explodes into a Ball?)
♦ Only 2 maps
♦ No way of telling how long a PVP match has been going before you join it (You can join any PVP match even if the game is
1 kill away from finishing, this is annoying as you don't get to play)
♦ PVP Matches don't auto restart you must reshost them (As soon as a match is finished, you are taken back to the server
screen)
♦ No Minimap (Come on this is essential)
♦ Don't seem to be able to climb ladders (You can jump up them slowly via the jump but I'm not sure that's worth it and when I
tried to enter a tower via a ladder, I got stuck at the top)
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♦ Grenades don't seem to have any explosion sound (They tick for about 3 seconds and then there is just fire where they
exploded)
♦ Way to easy to dodge grenades (They have a loud ticking and take 3 seconds to explode...)
♦ Global Steam Leaderboards don't work
♦ Ingame players aren't called by their Steam name as shown on the Scoreboard (They are called numbers, which is annoying to
say the least)
♦ Players are not named ingame and no way to tell who they are (This is annoying for teamwork as everyone looks the same.
♦ No ingame voice chat
♦ Can Spawn Camp (This just pisses people off and turns the game into a rush spawn)

Overall, for a $5 Early Access game, I'd boycott it and never buy it unless they conciderably changed it. There is still a lot of
work that needs to happen if this is to even be playable and enjoyable to any extent. I'd say a two year old could make something
like this, essentially it's just a poorly drawn menu, multiplayer (With a few basic modes), some weapons and a map or two...
nothing that stands out or is unique. So yes, unless you want to play something that essentially just isn't enjoyable or doesn't have
anything going for it, waste $5... if not wait and see if this gets updated... if it doesn't improve then I'd recommend never buying
this.

On another note, answer me this:

Tell me if a game has a menu that has Controls, Solo and Credits... what do you expect to happen when you click them? You
guessed it nothing!

Also, you know a games♥♥♥♥♥♥when even the developers don't want to give themselves credit for it (Aka the credits don't
work). I played through this mini game and all I can say is whoa. Thought provoking, stimulating, scary, sad. This piece clearly
shows the ability of VR to do master storytelling. Bravo and hope to see more titles like this come out from this developer.. Frog
Climbers is an excellent party game, a ton of fun with a group of friends (even those who don't usually play games).

Several friends and I recently played using a combo of PS4 and wired XBOX controllers connected to my steam link and
everyone had a great time.

After "Mount Your Friends" was a huge success with my group of friends (especially while drinking) I stumbled upon this game
and thought it might result in similar fun. Just over half of our group preferred this game. This is frantic and hilarious action, the
random map generation set by difficulty level is very well done and along with the gameplay modifiers makes for excellent
replayability.. Waited for this one to come on sale and snapped it up. Nice representation of this sluggish, chugging, unreliable
beast - if a tad low res compared to the very best offerings out there. Exhaust is not very well done (but acceptable), and sounds
OK. Fine for the sale price.

If you're like me and you love the deisels, get this while it's on sale 9-99 today. A must have for the collection. Add the (kindly)
free test color loco and Mk1s from dpsimulations, and you have a winner.. Well there are a vast number of bugs unaddressed, no
frequent updates to content... Another Green light project that just took my money and hasn't done anything with it... I wish this
game would be finsihed but as it sit's now I've got a ton of UI problems that keep me from even trying to play the game.. This
game is amazing!! dont judge it based off trailers alone it is great for anyone who needs a game like gladius.. This is a fun game.
You will likely have to lower the difficulty on some levels and go back later and try them again. So far I am enjoying the game.
I bought DROD on GOG a long time ago, I have played Journey to Rooted Hold for about 4 or 5 hours, not much really, but this
is one of the finest puzzle games I have ever played, it's as good as Portal, except honestly this game makes Portal kind of look
like a Chump. It's a lot smarter than Portal, the interactions are more complex, and fiendishly difficult. Portal 2 lasts about 8
hours, 8 hours of pure fun, but Journey To Rooted Hold is more like 100 hours. If you find this game in a sale you can easily
walk away with the base game Gunthro, for $2.75, and then pick up King Dungan's Dungeon, Journey to Rooted Hold, and The
City Beneath, for bloody.... $2.75. DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA HOW MUCH WIN THAT IS?!?! I'll do the calculations for
you. 300 % 2.75, 109.090909090909 hours of gameplay, for every dollar you spend. Forgo your bagel, buy the best puzzle game
series in existence. Sell your Physical Copy of The Witness on PS4, to buy all of the Smitemaster's Selections. Buy The Second
Sky and get crushed so hard into the ground you become a fine powder, and respect that one day this game hopes you are
capable of playing it.. Very fast paced shooter game, as well as very fun. If new content is coming, I will be excited to try it. If
not, it is still a great game worth your time. Only complaint is that if you are lefty, the shield doesnt work properly. Add lefty
mode maybe?. Wait it the same video from the trailer, huh?
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This is probably one of my favorite goto games of the 90+ VR games I own; but lets be honest, this game is priced a bit high. :)
Each game is essentially $10 and though there are upgrades you can save up star points to purchase and arguably there are
endless hours of gameplay to try and beat your previous score or work the public leaderboards and different game modes to
change things up; end to end though you're looking at a minute or two per level.

With that said, this game is a lot of fun. Fracture by far is my favorite. It plays like HoloBall and has a classic Brick Breaker feel
to it. What is nice is as you advance the levels, not only do the bricks change and technique requirement changes, but so does the
arena. Sometimes you're in a square or sometimes in a dome making the physics of the balls bouncing different so you have to
plan your shots accordingly. The summoning of the ball is a unique feature as well. Took me some getting used to but once I got
the hang of it, it\u2019s a handy feature!

Smash is a variant of Fracture in that you\u2019re in a narrow corridor and try to get the balls past the opponent at the other
end. As you advance there are more obstacles, speed variables, mines, etc. to make it more challenging. You use shields in each
hand to hit the ball and add spin to send it to the opponent\u2019s side. Still ends up feeling the same as Fracture from a
mechanics perspective but that is not a bad thing.

Bowshot is my least favorite but not terrible. It is another bow shooter like many others out there. The charge shot which sends a
blue ray to hit more blocks is probably one of the more unique features I\u2019ve seen compared to others. If you like bow and
arrow games, it isn\u2019t bad, just not as fun as the others in my opinion.

I posted some raw gameplay footage of a few levels from each game if you\u2019re interested:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/9VIEI7-ab-U
. I really enjoyed everysecond of this game. I humbly thank the devs for their efforts.. Not really sure what prompted all of the
negative reviews, its a fun little puzzle thing if not a little overwhelming at times.. If you're looking for a fun roguelike this is
worth a purchase. Lots of replayability with different classes, races, pets, a fun crafting system, etc.. Not a perfect game by any
means but I've really enjoyed the time I've put into it this far. A steal when on sale.. While the game is charming and the
graphics are alluring (if you like the neon aesthetic), the controls and overall gameplay are just unbearable. These are the most
clunky platforming controls I've ever encountered, especially when it comes to swinging. There's no real precision and through
the entire stretch of the game I made it through I found myself frustrated.

To make matters worse, the "creavures" don't follow each other. This means you have to basically do everything in the game
twice, back to back, to finish the levels. I'd much prefer the Trine approach, where you could swap characters on the fly.

Overall the game was somewhat enjoyable. I gave this one a fighting chance because I could tell there was a vision in this and
there was a certain charm. Unfortunately, even after forcing myself through 3 hours of the messy controls, I just couldn't push
myself to finish it. Can't really recommend it. It's pretty to look at, but frustrating to play.. I got it for free with pre-order.
Awesome pack and all 9 bucks is pushing it IMO tho for something that should've been in the base game, but if you're really
into the game, buy it 100% buy it. If you just mess around with the game and don't play often, I would forget about it for now.

It is shady stuff to release day 1 DLC I need to say that. Stuff that is already done before you release a game, should be in the
game, not charged extra. You already do not have that many leaders to start out with in the first place. This should've been in the
game. F*** you guys for doing this.. this game is relaxing, with good music and smooth game play.
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